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Stencil Integration

Construction of an accurate matrix equation can
become increasingly expensive for complicated
material parameters�this is compounded by
the construction of coarse grid equations within
Multigrid
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Figure 1: Breaking Multigrid operations into
tasks. Akdh corresponds to matrix construction,
Si
kdh corresponds to smoothing

Multigrid smoothing focuses on reducing the er-
ror in a solution approximate in each iteration
Therefore an exact �ne grid equation may not
be required�merely a �good enough� approxi-
mation
The overall matrix equation is dependent upon
a �nite element integration�this can readily be
written as a quadrature
Can easily compose such a quadrature as an iter-
ative process (start with low number of intervals,
p, and increase to improve accuracy of quadra-
ture)
This methodology should be e�ective for any
matrix computation that can be written as an it-
erative process with subsequent iterations show-
ing a lower error than earlier.

Figure 2: Accurate material data (left); Quadra-
ture iterates to capture material data (rest)

Delayed Evaluation

Enforcing syncronicity between the multigrid al-
gorithm and the equation construction can again
delay time to solution�multigrid iterates must
wait on integration iterates to complete before
they can start
Instead store a local approximate which the
multigrid algorithm can use if the local integra-
tion has not terminated yet

Represents a standard multilevel additive solve
Represents a specific level grid construction step

Figure 3: V-cycle with precomputed coarse grid
construction (left); V-cycle with delayed coarse grid
evaluation (right)

Can start smoothing on coarse grids once ap-
proximation of the equation exists on those grids
Ritz-Galerkin formulation requires a matrix
triple product that is dependent upon the �ne
grid equation
With early approximations of the �ne grid sten-
cils start computing a coarse grid stencil�these
can be used as soon as they are available
Implementation plugged into grid traversal
When �nish handling of grid level compute an
update to the equation held on this grid level�
updates ripple up single grid level at a time

Multitasking

Rather than treating as single monolithic break
down into a series of tasks with known depen-
dencies
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Figure 4: Representation of pipelined tasks from
(Fig 1)

Three classes of task:
1- Construction of the �ne grid matrix equation
2- Subsequent construction of coarse grid matrix
equations
3- Multigrid smoothing
In order to parallelise the tasks their dependen-
cies must be known: Fine grid approximation
relies on earlier �ne grid approximations; Coarse
grid approximation is dependent upon a �ne grid
equation; Smoothing is dependent upon a grid
existing on that level in the multigrid hierarchy
Start process (in parallel) as soon as data is
available
Can compose these as tasks�that is create
background tasks that are deployed to an idle
part of the system as soon as it can be done
Fine grid computation is expensive computation
and time consuming so bene�ts the most from
this tasking

Greedy Algorithm

Algorithm 1 This function is called when a �ne
grid cell is encountererd for the �rst time during
a traversal of the grid.

function greedy-integration

if p = ⊥ then

p← 1
IntegrateStencil(p)
Wait for initial integration
LocalStencil ← NewStencil
p← 2
IntegrateStencil(p)

else if p = > then

Take no action
else

if IntegrationTerminated then

if NewStencil ≈ LocalStencil then
p← >

else

p← p+ 1
IntegrateStencil(p)

end if

LocalStencil ← NewStencil
IntegrationTerminated ← False

end if

end if

end function

Results 3

Comparison of computing all stencils exactly be-
fore start with our method of computing in par-
allel with solve
Coarse grids computed algebraically as results
ripple up through the coarse grids
No di�erence in number of iterations required to
reach convergence between the two methods
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Results 4

Initial single node scalability studies
Scalability is shown to be similar to that of
precomputed�however this hides the true advan-
tange a reduction in time to solution of a third
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Takeaway

AdaFAC-Jac has proved to be an e�ective
method of damping additive multigrid to im-
prove the rate of convergence.
The improvement is similar to the stability ben-
e�ts from BoxMG.
Delayed construction of the matrix equations
by deployment of background tasks reduces the
time to solution by about a third and shows sim-
ilar scalability.
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